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Dear Mr Dolan, 
 
I was appointed by the First Secretary of State to hold a public inquiry into objections to the Proposed 
Modifications and Further Proposed Modifications to the South Somerset Local Plan. The Inquiry was 
held between 7 and 16 June 2005 and sat on a total of 4 days.  A Pre-Inquiry Meeting was held on 17 
March 2005 to make the necessary procedural arrangements. At the opening of the Inquiry the 
Council’s compliance with all the appropriate statutory formalities was confirmed. The Inquiry 
proceeded with the hearing of objections in formal hearing sessions. Before and after the inquiry I 
made unaccompanied visits to the sites which were the subject of objection and during the Inquiry I 
made an accompanied visit to the Brympton d’Evercy Estate. 

 

The Proposed Modifications were placed on deposit from 26 February 2004 to 7 April 2004, during 
which period 1467 representations were received of which 1251 were objections. After consideration 
of these representations the Council published Further Modifications on 2 December 2004 and a 
further 28 representations were received of which 16 were objections. From all the representations 
received the Council identified two new matters that formed the subject of the Inquiry. These were the 
proposed allocation of employment land off Bunford Lane, Yeovil and the deletion of a Major Area of 
Change and amendment of the Development Area at Shudrick Lane, Illminster.  Bunford Lane lies 
within the area covered by Chapter 14 of the South Somerset Local Plan whilst the Development 
Area at Shudrick Lane relates to Inset Map W20.  

 

All of the matters in the objections, the supporting representations and the Council’s responses have 
been taken into account, but my appraisal is dominated by the main issues and considerations. 
Objections made in writing have been given similar weight to those presented orally at the Inquiry. I 
have taken full account of Government Policy, as set out in Circulars, Planning Policy Guidance 
Notes and Planning Policy Statements which were extant at the time of reporting on the objections. 
My report is based upon the skeleton report prepared by the Council. For each matter I have listed 
the Inset Map, the Proposal No. where relevant, the Proposed Modification No and the Further 
Proposed Modification No if applicable. I have set out the objectors and main issues, although in the 
case of Bunford Lane these are presented as lists which are appended after my recommendations. 

  

Main Conclusions 

1. Land off Bunford Lane 

The proposal to allocate land off Bunford Lane for employment use has raised a number of issues, 
which I have considered under separate sub headings. My appraisal of the main issues has led me to 
conclude that whilst there is still a need for additional employment land, part of the allocation site is 
unsuitable for any form of built development and the site as a whole is unsuitable for development for 
general employment use. These factors, together with other site constraints, have led to my overall 
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conclusion that the site is not capable of accommodating development of the scale proposed in the 
allocation. For these reasons I am recommending that the proposed allocation site is reduced in size, 
to include only the area where development could be accommodated without harm to the surrounding 
landscape and that it is allocated for a Strategic Business Park only.  

I know that the Council agrees with my colleague Inspector’s recommendation that a further 10 
hectares of land should be allocated for general employment use and I have found no justification for 
revising this figure. Whilst approximately 2 hectares of land have been identified on other sites within 
Yeovil, no other suitable alternative sites have been identified. Nevertheless, despite this shortfall, I 
strongly recommend that the plan is not delayed any longer but that it is now adopted, with the 
shortfall in general employment land being addressed as a matter of priority in the preparation of the 
Local Development Framework. 

2. Shudrick Lane 

This proposed modification reflects the Council’s desire to rationalise the development boundary in 
recognition of the earlier lapse of planning permission for development on the Major Area of Change. 
The appraisal has been complicated by the Council’s resolution, made during the Inquiry, to grant 
planning permission for a foodstore on the western part of the site. However, having taken account of 
all the matters raised, including nature conservation considerations, I have reached the conclusion 
that regardless of whether or not the foodstore is built the area in question lies in a sustainable 
location and offers potential to provide a more attractive edge to the built up area if it remains within 
the development area. I note that since the close of the Inquiry the Council has granted planning 
permission for the foodstore proposal.  

Finally, I would like to place on record my appreciation of the help and co-operation I received 
throughout the inquiry from the South Somerset District Council officers who were courteous and 
professional in their approach. Throughout I was greatly assisted by the Programme Officer Peter 
O’Brien, to whom in particular I wish to express my sincere thanks for his good humoured support and 
hard work, both of which contributed greatly to the efficient and effective organisation of the inquiry.  

 

A copy of this letter has been sent to the Government Office for the South West and to the Office of 
the Deputy Prime Minister. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 
 
 
Sue Turner 
 
Inspector  
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CHAPTER 14: DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS AREA SOUTH 
 
1. Land Off Bunford Lane, Yeovil  
 
New Proposal ME/WECO/* and New Paragraphs: 
Inset Map S09 – Yeovil Town 
Proposed Modification No: MOD/14/020  
Further Proposed Modification No: FM/013 
 
Objectors:   See Appendix A for the list of objectors  
 
Issues:        See Appendix B for summary of the main  issues raised. 
   
Inspector’s considerations and conclusions 
 
Background and Introduction 
 
1.1 The question of how much employment land is required in Yeovil was considered by my colleague Inspector 

at the Inquiry into the Draft South Somerset Local Plan. In his report he identified a need for employment 
land in excess of the structure plan requirement and recommended that an additional site of at least 15 
hectares should be allocated in the Yeovil area as a strategic employment site. He proposed that this should 
be accommodated, together with a housing allocation, on an additional Key Site (Land at Keyford, west of 
Dorchester Road, Yeovil – an objector’s suggested site). He also recommended that at least an additional 10 
hectares of land be allocated in the Yeovil area for general employment use. 

 
1.2 The recommendation that land for additional housing should be allocated was not accepted by the Council 

and the suggested housing land at Keyford was not taken forward as a proposed modification. I anticipate 
that the question of housing need will soon be reviewed by the Council in preparing its Local Development 
Framework. However this matter is not before me at this Inquiry and therefore I have not considered the 
merits of the Keyford site for housing.  

 
1.3 The Council carried out a detailed comparative study of land in and around Yeovil to identify sites suitable for 

employment uses. On the basis of this study it allocated three additional sites for general employment within 
the development area, providing a total of approximately 2 hectares. A number of potential employment sites 
on the periphery of the town, including the site at Keyford, were also assessed and land at Bunford Lane was 
identified as the best location for both the strategic business use and the residual general employment land. 
The Council accepted the Inspector’s recommendation regarding the need for additional employment land 
and new Proposal ME/WECO/* allocates the site, which is identified on Inset Map SO9.  

 
Employment need – the up to date position 
 
1.4 Several objectors have suggested that in considering the proposed allocation at Bunford Lane it is necessary 

to re-assess the need for employment land in Yeovil. This matter was considered in detail by my colleague 
Inspector at the first Inquiry and his conclusions were informed by Topic Paper 5, which is submitted again 
as part of Core Document 4/1 to the second Inquiry. It included figures on employment land supply up to the 
end of March 2002.  

 
1.5 I consider it is unnecessary to revisit the overall question of employment need, but I acknowledge that 

information submitted at the first Inquiry, such as the figures in Topic Paper 5, need to be brought up to date 
and that any new information should be examined to test whether the justification for the proposed allocation 
remains robust. I have therefore assessed updates of the figures that were used at the first Inquiry, changes 
in the regional planning context and other relevant changes in circumstances to determine whether there is 
any justification for reviewing the amount of additional employment land needed.  

 
1.6 In order to allow for the loss of employment land to other uses and to ensure that there is a good range and 

choice of sites to provide opportunities to develop, my colleague Inspector identified a need to provide a 
supply over and above the Structure Plan requirement of 125 hectares of employment land for the district.  
The owners of Brympton d’Evercy House argue that the Structure Plan figure took account of employment 
land loss and that by making an allowance for this in its own figures the Council has effectively double 
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counted this element of employment need, resulting in a higher figure than is really necessary. I have found 
the evidence regarding the allowance for the loss of employment land confused and inconclusive. However I 
have seen no robust or convincing evidence to persuade me that the figures set out by the Council at the 
first Inquiry and at this Inquiry regarding employment land loss are incorrect or should be reviewed.  

 
1.7 Objectors have pointed out that much employment land has been lost to developments such as large 

supermarkets, which themselves provide employment. It is also argued that the Council’s figures regarding 
employment land loss are based on a period when a particularly large number of developments took place 
on employment land. The Council has made an allowance of 25% for jobs to be provided on non 
employment land and its figures are based on records over an extended period. This leads me to the view 
that the Council’s figures for employment land loss are realistic and that the rate of loss is likely to continue 
at about the same level. Whilst the Draft South Somerset Local Plan includes Policy ME7, which is intended 
to protect employment land, I consider that some allowance must still be made for continuing loss to other 
uses. 

 
1.8 The employment land supply situation in Yeovil in March 2002 was set out in Topic Paper 5 for the first 

Inquiry and updated to 2003 in the Yeovil Employment Land Study, which is also part of Core Document 4/1. 
The figures were brought up to date by March 2005 figures which were set out in a revised version of Topic 
Paper 5, submitted by the Council during the second Inquiry. The figures show little overall change over the 
three year period, with 28.5 hectares, 28.19 hectares and 27.46 hectares of employment land supply in the 
built up area of Yeovil in 2002, 2003 and 2005 respectively.  

 
1.9 Although the 11 – 16 year employment land supply at March 2005 is an improvement on the earlier 8 – 13 

year supply, it seems to me that the reduction in the shortfall is not sufficient to address the need for 
flexibility and choice in the medium term. Some questions were raised at the second Inquiry regarding 
detailed allocations and the updated employment land availability figures. However I am satisfied that the 
overall situation regarding the supply of employment land has not changed significantly since the first Inquiry.  

 
1.10 Objectors have questioned the rate at which the population of Yeovil will grow, particularly as the delay in 

adopting the Local Plan means that housing development on the allocated housing sites will not progress as 
quickly as was anticipated at the first Inquiry. House building on the key sites did not start in 2004 and thus a 
higher rate of building is needed to deliver all of the units on the allocated sites by 2011. Objectors have 
raised doubts as to whether the completion rates that are now indicated in the Council’s housing trajectories 
are realistic or achievable. The picture from 2005 to 2011, as set out in revised Topic Paper 5, clearly relies 
on a number of allocated sites for which planning permission has not yet been granted. However the 
Council’s housing trajectories have been produced in consultation with the development industry and I see 
no reason why the accelerated level of building cannot be achieved. I accept that the updated figures are 
ambitious but consider that they are feasible and that they continue to support a need for additional 
employment land.  

 
1.11 I consider that the updated figures in the revised Topic Paper 5 indicate that the existing supply of 

employment land remains inadequate to meet the higher building rate for housing supply identified for Yeovil 
and to ensure a high level of ongoing employment in the town.  My colleague Inspector made it clear that 
additional employment land above the Structure Plan requirement is desirable and none of the matters 
considered above lead me to conclude that the situation has changed.  

 
1.12 The sub regional significance of Yeovil was recognised in the Structure Plan and in RPG10. Work on the 

emerging South West Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) has progressed since the first Inquiry and whilst its 
core strategy remains unknown, work carried out by the South West Regional Planning Body to assist in the 
review of the RSS recognises Yeovil as a large centre of employment and indicates that it is likely to be 
identified for a strategic element of growth. Some objectors argue that as the role and function of Yeovil 
remains uncertain, more employment land should not be allocated until it is known what the RSS specifies in 
detail. However I am confident that my colleague Inspector’s approach in assigning greater significance to 
Yeovil than to other towns in the district will continue to be endorsed in the emerging regional guidance.  

 
1.13 I agree with my colleague Inspector that the range and choice of sites in Yeovil is currently very limited and 

from what I saw there are no sites of higher quality that would meet the requirements of those seeking a 
prestigious, attractive site. Despite the argument put forward by the owners of Brympton d’Evercy House that 
there is no need for a business park, there is no compelling evidence to persuade me that the situation has 
changed since the first Inquiry and I am of the view that there continues to be a significant gap in the portfolio 
of employment sites.  
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1.14 The importance of providing a choice of sites and ensuring a supply for different “market segments” is 
reinforced in the Government’s guidance note: “Employment Land Reviews”, published in 2004, after the first 
Inquiry. I consider that in Yeovil there is a continuing need for a site reserved for those activities that require 
a business park site so as to provide choice and the potential for a development of a quality that is not 
available at the moment.  

 
1.15 Objectors criticise the way in which the Council has calculated the number of economically active people in 

Yeovil and the fact that the rate of land used per employee is disproportionately based upon low density 
employment uses. They also draw attention to the most recent census which indicates an unemployment 
level well below the national average, as well as to changes in circumstances at Westland and other major 
employers in the area. I have taken all these matters into account, but I am satisfied that the basis on which 
the Council has calculated the need for employment land remains robust and is consistent with the most 
recent advice in “Employment Land Reviews”. The allocation has been criticised as being unlikely to provide 
jobs for existing Yeovil residents. However as its purpose is largely to provide employment for the anticipated 
growth in the population of Yeovil and to support the housing allocations, it is not expected to provide jobs 
solely for existing Yeovil residents. In conclusion I find no changes since the last Inquiry in the figures 
demonstrating the need for employment land or in the overall employment situation in Yeovil that would 
justify re assessing the quantity of additional employment land recommended by my colleague inspector.   

 
Sustainability  
 
1.16 Objectors have pointed out that the Highways Agency, when consulted as part of the 2003 Yeovil 

Employment Land Study (part of CD 4/1), expressed concerns about several of the sites in the peripheral 
area of search. These concerns focussed on the assumption that the sites would attract employees from a 
wide hinterland because the local labour pool would not be large enough to satisfy employers. When 
assessed on this basis the proposed allocation site, the closest to the A303 trunk road, was rated as the 
least favourable location. However the proposed allocation is driven by the need to provide additional 
employment land for Yeovil. The site would provide employment for existing and future residents of Yeovil 
and be located close to the town and to Local Plan housing allocations which the previous Inspector 
concluded would contribute to the need for additional employment land. Objectors have promoted other sites 
on the periphery and outside town, which it is argued would be more sustainable or have less impact on 
traffic in and around Yeovil. I deal with these in paragraphs 1.57 – 1.60.  

 
1.17 The location of the proposed allocation site, adjacent to the built up area of Yeovil and less than 2 kilometres 

from the town centre, suggests that it has the potential to be accessible by sustainable means of transport. It 
is close to existing employment areas, within walking distance of housing areas on the west side of the town 
and within cycling distance of the town centre and a wider residential catchment.  However the objectors who 
promote the Keyford site argue that the accessibility of the proposed allocation site by sustainable means is 
limited. When its pedestrian catchment area is examined in detail, after making adjustments to allow for 
gradients and road crossings, only a limited area of housing would be within the equivalent of one kilometre 
walking distance. This is considered an acceptable distance for walking to work by the Institute of Highways 
and Transport (IHT).  However a much wider residential catchment would lie within the equivalent of two 
kilometre walking distance from the site, the IHT’s preferred maximum. The topography of the surrounding 
area would also reduce the residential catchment from which cycling to work at the site might occur.  

 
1.18 At the moment the site has poor pedestrian access, with no crossing point on the A3088 which presents a 

significant barrier for pedestrians and cyclists travelling to the site. There is no frequent bus service to the 
site that would provide a viable alternative to the private car for travel to work. The proposed employment 
use is unlikely to be large enough to support its own facilities and I agree with objectors that the location of 
the site is too remote to encourage lunch time trips into Yeovil or to the nearest foodstore at Asda by cycling 
or on foot. On this basis I would expect it to generate some lunch time traffic into and around the town. 

 
1.19 However the County Council has commenced work on an integrated strategy to manage the traffic impact of 

all developments along the Yeovil Western Corridor. In addition to accommodating vehicular traffic this 
strategy is intended to deliver improvements in pedestrian and cycle provision. The Council has stated its 
intention to negotiate a Travel Plan with future employers and I consider that concentrating development 
along the western corridor has the potential to deliver benefits for sustainable transport. The Council expects 
access arrangements to the site to allow for a pedestrian crossing. Detailed solutions are not necessary at 
this stage and I am satisfied that site specific access arrangements and wider improvements along the 
western corridor are capable of overcoming barriers to accessing the site by cycle and on foot. Thus, despite 
the topography and the constraints of the existing road network I consider that the allocation site has realistic 
potential to be reached by a significant pool of housing/ population by means other than the private car.  
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Highway impact 
 
1.20 The allocation site lies on a main traffic route from the A303 into Yeovil and many objections focus on the 

effect that development on the site would have on traffic congestion on the surrounding roads. Some 
objectors describe the existing traffic situation as being close to gridlock at times. The A3088, Bunford Lane 
and Watercombe Lane all form part of a busy network of routes into and out of Yeovil and to and from the 
various employment uses located on this side of the town. Traffic is particularly heavy during the morning 
and evening rush hours and it is evident that some drivers seek alternative routes along Preston Road, 
Thorne Lane, Watercombe Lane and Lysander Road and create rat runs through villages such as Odcombe 
and West Coker and through residential areas on this side of the town. Particular concerns have been raised 
about problems at the Asda and Cartgate roundabouts and it is suggested that development on allocation 
sites such as Lufton and Thorne Lane will generate even more traffic. West Coker Parish Council has 
objected to any proposals that do not take into account recent changes to the A30 as it passes through the 
village, as well as to the absence of cycleways and pavements on this stretch of road. 

 
1.21 The Council acknowledges that Yeovil suffers some congestion at the moment and that this is likely to 

increase between now and 2011. The Yeovil Transport Strategy Review (Core Document 2/7), which 
includes a comparison of delay due to congestion between 2002 and 2011, anticipates a significant increase 
in the average delay by 2011. However it does not indicate that the network would be at breaking point.  

 
1.22 The Yeovil Western Corridor Strategy is expected to propose solutions to serve the overall package of 

developments along the western corridor by collecting together the impact and the finances from each 
development for a single comprehensive scheme, the cost of which is to be divided between developers. In 
the meantime the Council does not expect new developments to resolve existing problems, but it requires 
their impact to be mitigated so that the existing situation is not made worse.  

 
1.23 The prospective developer has identified three access options and whilst the Council is satisfied that all of 

these would work it has identified one as a preferred solution. Concerns have been raised regarding the 
impact of this option on the surrounding road network, but I do not consider that detailed assessment of the 
possible access arrangements is appropriate at this stage. I am satisfied that the studies carried out so far 
indicate that the site is capable of being accessed satisfactorily in terms of safety and highway impact.    

 
1.24 The promoters of the alternative site at Keyford argue that the traffic signalled junctions proposed in Option 1 

would generate a need for dedicated right turn lanes, which would in turn require the Western Relief Road 
and Bunford Hollow to be widened more than is shown on the indicative plans. It is argued that this would 
result in a loss of up to one hectare of land from the site area and that the cost and the lead in time needed 
to provide access to the proposed allocation site threaten its feasibility. I will return to address these 
particular concerns, which relate to the viability of the proposed allocation, in more detail in paragraphs 1.63 
and 1.65. 

 
1.25 The Western Corridor Strategy is at an early stage and I have been given no indication of when the 

proposed solutions would begin to be implemented.  However it represents an integrated approach to the 
management of planning and transport which is consistent with advice in PPG13. In addition to enhancing 
the accessibility of the proposed allocation site I consider that it will make a significant contribution to 
allowing development to proceed without harmful impact on traffic flow in the surrounding road network.  

 
1.26 Turning to detailed matters, one objector has criticised the absence of a park and ride facility at this site, but I 

consider that such a facility would undermine the objective of encouraging access to any development on the 
proposed allocation site by means other than the private car. The landowners/ potential developers have 
objected to the detailed highway and access requirements, arguing that they should be brought together and 
expressed more simply. I fully endorse all of the transportation requirements that the Council has listed in the 
proposed policy but I agree that grouping these into a broader wording would quite rightly place more 
emphasis on the role of the transport assessment and development brief in achieving an integrated solution.  

 
Landscape/ visual impact/ setting of Yeovil 
 
1.27 The proposed allocation site lies on the western edge of Yeovil and is visible from a range of viewpoints in 

the surrounding area. It is situated at the eastern edge of a swathe of attractive countryside comprising open 
fields which are defined by mature trees and hedges. It contrasts with the predominantly urban character of 
nearby housing, trading estates and other employment uses at the western edge of the town and although 
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there is no public access to the whole of this area it is regarded by local residents as a valuable visual 
amenity. The allocation site itself can be seen in views from the road on entering the town from the A303, 
from Watercombe Lane to the east and it can be glimpsed in more distant views from high ground along 
Camp Hill to the south and from Western Avenue to the north.  

 
1.28 Objectors argue that Yeovil has sprawled far enough on all sides, that the allocation site is not delineated in 

a logical way and that it broaches the natural boundary of the A3088 which currently defines the edge of the 
urban area. I can see some merit in using a man made feature such as a road as a boundary to an urban 
area and in this location the roads around the edge of the town mark an abrupt contrast between the built up 
area and the countryside, providing a physical, functional and visual boundary to Yeovil. However this 
boundary is not reflected in any topographical or landscape features and I do not consider that it is 
necessarily the most logical or even the most sensitive boundary to the town.  

 
1.29 The allocation site was examined in detail as part of the Council’s landscape assessment of a wider study 

area in its 2000 Landscape Assessment of proposed Employment Sites: Yeovil Urban Fringe – 2. ‘Brympton’ 
study area, (CD  5/3). This study took a logical and methodical approach to analysing the quality and 
sensitivity of the landscape in an area bounded by the A3088 and Watercombe Lane to the north and east, 
the edge of the historic parkland at Brympton d’Evercy to the west and with a southern boundary line to the 
south of Broadleaze Farm. It examined the landscape character and features, including trees and 
hedgerows, as well as the habitat and topography of the study area. It also established the visual envelope 
of the area by analysing views from the surrounding area.  

 
1.30 This Landscape Assessment, which I consider to be a thorough and robust exercise, identified an area 

comprising three fields as being of low visual prominence and capable of being developed without undue 
impact on the quality or sensitivity of its surrounds. However the southern part of the proposed allocation site 
was specifically considered unsuitable for development because of its greater sensitivity and higher level of 
visibility. The unsuitability of this area for inclusion in a potential employment site was reiterated in the 
Council’s Landscape Assessment of Potential Employment Sites, Yeovil Fringe, June 2003 (part of CD 4/1). 
This document reported that “the area to the south assumes greater sensitivity due to its higher level of 
visibility, which suggests that the likely limit of development is drawn to the north of the (Broadleaze) farm”.  

 
1.31 Nonetheless the Council’s Employment Land Study, carried out in November 2003 (CD 4/2a), noted that 

there was scope to extend the site (meaning the three fields identified in CD 5/3) southwards towards the 
foot of the scarp if an overriding need for a larger allocation of land were demonstrated. However in its 
response to the first Inquiry Inspector’s Report (Report 3, CD 4/1) the Council detailed several constraints to 
development on the southern part of the site. These included areas of rising ground that are not suitable for 
built development and a suggested 20 metre non development corridor centred on the line of oaks, much of 
which runs through the southern part of the site.  

 
1.32 There are inconsistencies in the Council’s analysis of the southern part of the site and it does not, in my 

view, follow a logical argument that leads to a justification for including this area in the proposed allocation 
site.  My own assessment is that any built development on the rising and more sensitive land in the southern 
part of the allocation site would have a harmful effect on the rural setting of Yeovil and on the surrounding 
countryside.  

 
1.33 The western approach to Yeovil along the A3088 does little to project a positive image for the town. 

Development along the north and east sides of the road is varied in character, but it presents a 
predominantly functional and workaday appearance. The three fields identified in the 2000 landscape 
assessment as being suitable for development are less sensitive than the southern part of the allocation site 
and are lower lying than much of the existing employment land to the north of the road. However any large 
buildings in this area would be particularly visible from the adjacent roads.  

 
1.34 This level of visibility, together with the high quality of the surrounding landscape, leads me to the view that 

these three fields are only suitable for buildings of a high quality situated in a carefully landscaped setting 
which preserves an overall semi rural appearance. A strategic business park would be capable of achieving 
this quality of development and of uplifting the appearance of the western approach to the town. In fact I 
consider that such a development would have the potential to improve the image of Yeovil on the western 
approach. On the other hand development for general employment use would be both more prominent and 
less attractive. Requirements for service yards, external storage compounds and other facilities would lead 
to such development having a more functional appearance and a larger scale. I do not consider that 
development of this type could be made to blend sensitively into the surrounding landscape.  
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1.35 Some objectors are sceptical about the Council’s ability to control the standard of development on the 
proposed allocation site, especially with regard to night time lighting and what is seen as inevitable corporate 
illuminated signage. Indeed examples of buildings perceived as being of unsympathetic design were cited at 
the second Inquiry. However recent Government guidance in PPS1 reinforces the importance of high quality 
design and good quality open space and advises that design which is inappropriate in its context should not 
be accepted. This adds weight to my view that it is realistic to require a prestige development to be achieved 
here. I see nothing to prevent the Council preparing a development brief that requires the high standard of 
design that is appropriate in this location and of ensuring that it is implemented.  

 
1.36 Several objectors refer to the possibility that screening by bunds or dense landscape belts might be 

necessary to mitigate the impact of development on the proposed allocation site. It is argued that these could 
be intrusive features that would harm the character of the landscape. However I consider that any 
development on the allocation site should be of such high quality, both in terms of its layout and the design 
of buildings and soft landscaping, that it would not require major swathes of screening from public viewpoint. 
On the contrary it should be sufficiently attractive and prestigious to enhance this entrance to the town.   

 
1.37 Several objectors have raised concerns that once the A3088 is breached then a precedent will be set for 

further development in this area. Fears of urban sprawl extending out towards Odcombe and Montacute are 
understandable and I appreciate the importance of the area of countryside between the edge of Yeovil and 
Odcombe in providing separation between the town and the Hamstone villages to the west. However it is 
widely recognised that this is a sensitive landscape and detailed assessment of the area’s land form, 
ecology, landscape character and visibility indicates that only a very restricted part of it is capable of being 
developed without having a harmful impact on the surrounding landscape.  

 
1.38 From the Council’s landscape study and having observed the site from all the viewpoints identified by 

objectors, I consider that a strategic business park could be accommodated satisfactorily in the landscape on 
the three fields that were identified in the 2000 Landscape Assessment. I find this area so tightly constrained 
that I see no circumstances under which it could be extended in the future without significantly harming the 
landscape. Furthermore I consider that in this sensitive location development for general employment use 
would have a harmful visual impact on the edge of the Yeovil and the surrounding landscape.  

 
Impact on the historic environment.  

1.39 Many objectors have raised concerns regarding the impact of the proposed allocation on the setting of 
Brympton D’Evercy House, its historic gardens and the extensive parkland that surrounds it. As well as the 
house itself, the adjacent Church House and St Andrews Church are all Grade I listed buildings and there 
are several other listed buildings associated with the house. The Park and Garden is registered Grade II*.  
Unusually for a house of this size, Brympton d’ Evercy is occupied as a family home, but both the house and 
the gardens are regularly used by the community for charitable and local social events. 

1.40 The listed house is well preserved, with visual evidence of its evolution over the centuries from its medieval 
origins to its 17th century extensions. There is no doubt that it is of national importance in its own right and 
also, with the Church and Church House, as part of an important group. In addition, it is highly valued for its 
relationship with its formal gardens and the surrounding grounds, which their grading confirms are of great 
historic interest. Particular reference has been made to the visual and historic relationship between the 
buildings, the formal garden and grounds and the historic agricultural hinterland, where medieval field 
patterns remain intact. The house is described as having an unrivalled pastoral setting that is essential to its 
character. 

1.41 The registered parkland lies mainly to the north and south of the house and whilst recent development has 
extended close to the north eastern tip of the park, the proposed allocation site lies in the expansive area of 
open countryside that provides a buffer between the southern boundary of the parkland and the edge of the 
town. It lies in an area which objectors contend is part of the historic agricultural hinterland to the Brympton 
Estate and its western edge lies within 500 metres of the boundary of the registered Park and Garden.   

1.42 PPG15 requires local planning authorities to protect registered parks and gardens in preparing development 
plans, but advises against detailed or inflexible policies concerning individual buildings or groups of 
buildings. However it would clearly be illogical to allocate the proposed site if it was evident at this stage that 
any development on the site would harm the setting of Brympton d’Evercy House. In certain circumstances 
the setting of a listed building can be extensive and in this case I agree that the setting of the house extends 
at least to the bounds of the listed parkland. The owners of Brympton d’Evercy House suggest that the 
setting of the historic estate extends beyond the parkland to the agricultural hinterland. They express 
concern about the impact of the proposed allocation on views into and across the parkland from surrounding 
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roads and footpaths, arguing also that it would affect one of the best public views of the house from the east. 

1.43 It is contended that development on the proposed allocation site would be visible from several important 
viewpoints. From the viewing platform on the “leads” of the house and from the south terrace, the proposed 
allocation site lies in an arc from east to south east. Any development on the site would largely be screened 
by trees to the south and east of the house and it would be at a considerable distance from the house. Whilst 
development on the allocation site might well be glimpsed from Brympton d’Evercy House, I am satisfied that 
it would not be obtrusive or harmful to the immediate setting of the listed building.  

1.44 Looking towards the allocation site from the ha ha, which marks the boundary between the garden and the 
parkland, the view is predominantly rural, with just a few buildings visible on the far side of the A3088 and 
between trees on rising land in the distance. From here, as well as from a point near the unrestored part of 
the canal to the south east of the house, buildings on the allocation site would be visible above existing 
hedges and between mature trees. However I consider that the trees would provide considerable screening, 
even in winter and whilst the presence of buildings on the allocation site might be discernible in the distance, 
they would not be sufficiently prominent to harm the garden or parkland setting of the listed building. 

1.45 Views from on and around the parkland and the agricultural hinterland of Brympton d’ Evercy House would 
be limited by the well established trees and hedges and by the contours of the land. From part of the way 
along the eastern edge of the designated parkland, which is almost the closest point to the proposed 
allocation, it is apparent that only fragmented views of buildings would be visible between trees. Similarly 
buildings would only be glimpsed from the start of the track that marks the old southern approach to the 
house from Camp Road. Buildings and any new landscaping on the allocation site would be most visible 
from the A3088, just to the south of the Council offices. However the house and its gardens lie at a 
considerable distance from this point and are barely distinguishable from the surrounding parkland. I do not 
consider that development of the allocation site would have an unacceptably harmful impact on views of the 
Brympton Estate from this stretch of the A3088.  

1.46 It has been suggested that as the proposed allocation site lies within a historic landscape it should remain in 
agricultural use to reflect its history as part of the agricultural estate and as an example of how a great house 
related to its environment in the late 17th century. The hinterland of the estate has gradually contracted but 
the field pattern shown on the Knyff drawing of 1707 and the estate survey of 1763, both submitted by 
objectors, has largely survived. I understand that appreciation and understanding of Brympton d’Evercy 
house and its history relies partly on its place in the surrounding landscape, which has always been its 
historic hinterland. However the proposed allocation would represent only a modest encroachment which, 
even when considered cumulatively with previous development of the agricultural hinterland, would not have 
a significant harmful effect on the historic interest of the Brympton estate as a whole.  

1.47 The landowners/ prospective developers of the proposed allocation site have sought a change to the policy 
wording to allow for off site planting on land to the west of the site. However I have already indicated that any 
development on the site should be designed to be self sufficient in terms of mitigating its impact on the 
surrounding landscape. This factor, together with the need to protect the medieval field pattern and leave the 
character of the landscape surrounding the allocation site unaffected by development, leads me to conclude 
that off site planting should be avoided. 

1.48 I am satisfied that the proposed allocation site would be capable of being developed without risk of harm to 
the setting of the listed buildings or the listed park and gardens. Moreover I consider that the loss of a small 
proportion of the historic agricultural hinterland of Brympton d’Evercy is outweighed by the benefits of 
locating additional employment land in this area. The proposed allocation site is set well away from the edge 
of the registered parkland and I consider there is no risk that development on the site would give the 
impression of engulfing the listed building. However the site remains a sensitive area and I remain of the 
view that any development on the allocation site should be restricted to the three fields originally identified in 
CD 5/3 and that development should achieve a high quality of layout and design.  

 
Constraints 

1.49 Objectors have referred to the presence of historic features such as ancient field systems, earthworks, water 
courses and plantations in the landscape between Brympton d’Evercy House and the A3088. It is also 
thought that remains connected to the harvesting of flax remain on or close to the proposed allocation site. 
Although no detailed archaeological survey has been undertaken, objectors argue that land well beyond the 
listed grounds forms part of an archaeological monument to which PPG16 should apply. Concerns have also 
been raised that development on the allocated site would threaten remains of the deserted medieval hamlet 
of East Hescombe, an unexplored archaeological site thought to be situated close to Broadleaze Farm.   
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1.50 The proposals map for the Deposit Draft Local Plan identified an Archaeological Site of Local Importance 
(ASLI) within the proposed allocation site, immediately to the east of Broadleaze Farm. Draft Policy EH14 of 
the same Plan sought to protect and record remains on such sites. In the proposed modifications this policy 
is deleted and replaced with a new policy which seeks to protect archaeological sites or sites where there 
are good reasons to believe there may be remains of archaeological importance.  Thus, the removal of the 
ASLI designation on the proposals map does not mean that the area no longer merits protection.  

 
1.51 In the light of the area’s history I consider it likely that the three fields identified in CD 5/3 as being best able 

to absorb development would need to be subject to an archaeological appraisal prior to any development 
taking place. However there is no evidence to indicate that development on this part of the allocation site 
would be unduly constrained by the need to preserve archaeological remains. In contrast, however, there is 
a consensus amongst objectors, confirmed by the earlier designation on the proposals map, that the 
southern part of the site is of greater archaeological interest. There is good reason to believe that there may 
be remains of archaeological importance in this area and a strong possibility that development on this part of 
the allocation could be constrained by the need to preserve any remains in situ. This is another reason to 
question the suitability of the southern part of the proposed allocation site for development. 

 
1.52 Most of the proposed allocation site is open land in arable use which is unlikely to provide a habitat for any 

species of conservation importance. However the site contains some features that are capable of providing a 
habitat for protected species. These include mature oak trees, streams and copses together with hedgerows 
and ponds, which are both priority habitats in South Somerset Biodiversity Action Plan. Some objectors 
suggest that nature conservation interests could necessitate severe mitigation measures that would reduce 
the developable area of the site so much that it would not be viable.  

 
1.53 From the information currently available it is evident that the site is not large enough to be of national 

significance for badgers and it seems to me that with the retention of most of the existing hedgerows, 
together with some additional landscape planting, it should be possible to develop the allocation site whilst 
retaining sufficient foraging area for badgers. Similarly retention of the majority of the existing trees and 
hedges should preserve sufficient diversity of habitat to provide food for bats. Objectors have suggested that 
a development free zone of 500 metres could be required around the pond if it is found to be a breeding 
ground for great crested newts. However I am satisfied that whatever detailed information is revealed by 
survey work, onerous mitigation measures to protect the habitat of newts are unlikely to prejudice use of the 
main, arable part of the site for development.  

 
1.54 The site would almost certainly be subject to an Environmental Impact Assessment and be the subject of 

specialist surveys and the implementation of measures to protect the environment. The fact that these 
surveys have not yet taken place clearly leaves some uncertainty as to the extent of any mitigation measures 
and the exact constraints on the developable area of the site. However I see no reason why the ecological 
constraints are so great that they would prejudice the viability of developing the proposed allocation site.  

 
1.55 Objectors have raised concerns that as the proposed allocation site is on a possible flood plain, development 

on the site could increase the risk of flooding and that the existing drainage systems may not be able to cope 
with the additional load of development. However the Council’s survey information indicates that the flood 
plain is contained within the banks of the Dodham brook. Proposal ME/WECO/* requires surface water 
attenuation within the site and the 5th paragraph of the supporting text in the further proposed modifications 
requires the protection of the flood corridor of any watercourse through the site. I am satisfied that these 
factors, together with the Council’s requirement for a sustainable drainage system, would  ensure that 
development on the proposed allocation site would be sustainable in terms of surface water drainage and 
would not increase flood risk in the surrounding area.  

 
1.56 The landowners/ prospective developers of the proposed allocation site have suggested that the wording of 

the proposed modification should allow flexibility for investigation of the pond for surface water attenuation 
outside the allocation site. I note the Council’s view that it would be more appropriate to deal with this on site, 
but there seems to me no reason why the surface water attenuation measures should be restricted to the 
site area.  

 
Alternative sites 
 
1.57 Several objectors suggest that the employment land should be located at Keyford where at least 15 hectares 

of developable land are available for employment use. Whilst the Keyford site is unsuitable for access by 
heavy goods traffic, and therefore not appropriate for general employment uses, objectors argue that it would 
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be a better location for the business park element of the proposed allocation. Keyford’s main advantage is its 
potential to be part of a key site and objectors contend that the Business Park could proceed in advance of it 
becoming part of a mixed use site, with the housing element to follow later.  

 
1.58 Mixed use sites are clearly consistent with Government guidance in PPG3 and I recognise that as a key site 

Keyford would provide housing within easy walking/ cycling distance of the employment site, additional 
support for public transport and the potential to create a local centre with facilities for employees to use at 
lunchtime. Clearly the sustainability benefits of the Keyford site are heavily dependent on it providing a mix of 
housing and employment uses. However matters relating to the housing element of the Keyford site were 
dealt with at the last Inquiry and by subsequent decisions taken by the Council and they are not before me 
for consideration again. Similarly the supply of housing up to and beyond 2011 and the phasing and 
distribution of housing within the district are not for consideration as part of the second Inquiry.  

 
1.59 When considered simply as a site for the strategic business park, gradients between Keyford and the rest of 

Yeovil would be likely to discourage walking and cycling and although there is a bus service running close to 
the site I consider that without the housing element, access would depend predominantly upon the use of the 
private car. Whilst the housing element could be progressed at some time in the future, the requirement now 
is for an employment site and there is no certainty that the housing element would proceed. I note that the 
Keyford site would also offer the benefit of requiring a short lead in time, with much preparatory work having 
been carried out. However I am unable to support Keyford for what at this stage can be no more than a 
stand alone employment site.  

  
1.60 Other objectors have suggested alternative sites for the employment land on the A303 at other locations out 

of the town. However PPG13 requires employment sites to be well located for centres of population and 
have a choice of access modes. Whilst these sites could marginally reduce commuting time for some 
workers from outside Yeovil, they would significantly increase journey times for those who live in Yeovil, as 
well as decreasing pedestrian and cycle access. I therefore conclude that none of the sites put forward as 
alternatives presents a viable alternative to the proposed allocation site. 

 
Viability and subdivision of the site 
 
1.61 The landowners/ prospective developers of the site object to the way in which the proposed modification sets 

out a precise sub division of the site between the high quality business park and the area for general 
employment use, as shown on Inset Map S09. They argue that sufficient flexibility should be allowed to 
accommodate increases in the employment base from whatever source of the economy experiences growth.  

 
1.62 However I agree with the view, put forward by other objectors, that a strategic business park would be 

unlikely to operate successfully on a site shared with general employment uses. I consider that in order to 
attract companies that require a high quality environment it should be separated from general employment 
land. For this reason, and notwithstanding my conclusion earlier in this report that the allocation site is 
unsuitable for general employment use, I consider that the flexible approach suggested by the landowners/ 
prospective developers would undermine the purpose of providing for a strategic business park. 

 
1.63 The Council’s estimate of £0.5 million for access and highway works is criticised as being inadequate and it 

is suggested that the cost of off site highway works could exceed £3 million. I note that the viability studies 
carried out by the Council and the landowners/ prospective developers of the site include the cost of the 
highway works needed, take account of all normal infrastructure costs and use figures provided by statutory 
services. On this basis I am satisfied that the viability of this aspect of developing the proposed allocation 
site has been adequately explored. 

 
1.64 Objectors who promote the Keyford site as an alternative location for the strategic business park argue that 

the combined impact of ecological and archaeological constraints, the need to provide mitigating landscaping 
and the land take that would be needed to widen the A3088 to allow for access arrangements would together 
reduce the developable area of the site to well below 24.4 hectares. 

 
1.65 Some constraints, such as the extent of the site occupied by landscape features to be retained and the area 

of land likely to be required for road widening, are known or predictable. However I have already expressed 
concern regarding the unknown extent of archaeological remains on the southern part of the site and I have 
found that development on the southern part of the site would have a harmful impact on the surrounding 
landscape. These factors lead me to the conclusion that the area of land identified on Inset Map SO9 is not 
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capable of accommodating a strategic business park of approximately 15 hectares as well as a general 
employment site of approximately 9 hectares. I therefore consider it reasonable to consider separately and in 
further detail the alternative ways in which the requirement for general employment land might be met. 

 
Alternative locations for general employment land 
 
1.66 If it cannot be accommodated at Bunford Lane the additional land for general employment use will need to 

be found elsewhere in Yeovil. The Yeovil Employment Land Study (CD 4/1) concluded that there are few 
opportunities to achieve additional employment use from vacant or underused sites within the built up area of 
Yeovil.  An area of about 2 hectares was identified on three separate sites and these have been allocated for 
employment use in the proposed modifications. However there remains a shortfall of at least 8 hectares from 
the 10 hectares of general employment land that my colleague Inspector recommended in the Yeovil area.   

 
1.67 No single alternative location has been put forward that could satisfactorily accommodate the general 

employment land. However a number of options remain to be explored, particularly as the Yeovil 
Employment Land Study recognised that the general employment need could be met on more than one site. 
The Council could continue searching for a number of smaller general employment sites and could assess 
the potential for smaller pockets of general employment land on several of the peripheral sites. The Council 
could also continue the work which it commenced in the Yeovil Employment Land Study in looking for 
opportunities to make more efficient use of land on sites within the urban area of Yeovil. Given my 
conclusions on the harmful landscape impact of developing the southern part of the site, I am not satisfied 
that the immediate lack of alternative sites for general employment uses justifies allocating part of the land at 
Bunford Lane for general employment use. 

 
Summary and conclusions 
 
1.68 I have found that there is no justification for re assessing the quantity of additional employment land 

recommended by my colleague Inspector and I support the principle of allocating an additional 15 hectares 
for a strategic employment site and a further 10 hectares of land for general employment use.  I am satisfied 
that the allocation site proposed, at Bunford Lane, is in a sustainable location and capable of delivering an 
accessible form of development. I am also satisfied that the proposed allocation site is capable of being 
developed without having a harmful impact on traffic flow on the surrounding highway network. I support the 
landowners/ prospective developers suggested changes to the detailed wording in Proposal ME/WECO/* to 
group the transportation requirements into a broader form of wording.  

 
1.69 The proposed allocation site comprises two distinct areas. The northern part is made up of the three fields 

that were identified as a potential employment site in CD 5/3. I agree that this area is suitable for 
development and I support the allocation of this area for employment use. However the southern part of the 
site has a higher level of visibility and evidence indicates that there is greater archaeological interest in this 
area. For these reasons I consider that the southern part of the site should be excluded from the proposed 
allocation.  

 
1.70 Most of the southern part of the site is identified for general employment on the proposed modifications to 

Inset Map S09. Whilst I am satisfied that the strategic business park can be developed to achieve a high 
standard of design I do not consider that it is realistic to expect development for general employment use to 
be to a standard of layout, landscape and building design which is appropriate in this location. Thus I do not 
support the allocation of any part of the site for general employment use.  

 
1.71 Looking at Inset Map SO9 it is evident that a small part of the land allocated for general employment use lies 

within the three fields which I consider suitable for development. The addition of this area to the strategic 
business park would partly be offset by the loss of a small area of the business park allocation which lies 
outside and to the south of the area which I am recommending for allocation. However deletion of the 
general employment designation would still lead to an overall increase in the amount of land allocated for the 
business park. This increase would be modest and to my mind would help to offset any land lost to road 
widening and any other constraints resulting from more detailed archaeological surveys.    

 
1.72 I have concluded that any development on the allocation site should be self sufficient in terms of mitigating 

its impact on the surrounding area. This should be achieved by restricting development to the less sensitive 
parts of the proposed allocation site (the northern part of the site) and by requiring it to achieve a high quality 
of overall design, as I have described in the preceding paragraphs. Consequently I consider that the specific 
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requirement for strategic landscape planting in Proposal ME/WECO)/* would be unduly restrictive and should 
be omitted. 

 
1.73 For the reasons given in the body of my report I support the landowners/ prospective developers suggested 

changes to the detailed wording in Proposal ME/WECO/* to allow flexibility for the surface water attenuation 
measures to extend outside the site boundary.   

 
1.74 My recommendations will lead to a shortfall in general employment land. However I do not consider that this 

merits holding back the plan any longer and I consider that the plan should be adopted. It will need to be 
updated soon and in the meantime the Council can continue to search for small sites for general 
employment within Yeovil. Work on the Local Development Framework should treat the need for new 
general employment land as a matter of priority. 

 
Recommendations 
 
1.75 I recommend that the allocation site is amended to the area shown on the plan in Figure 4 of CD 5/3:  

“Potential site for employment development” and that the boundary on Inset Map SO9 is redrawn to reflect 
this change. The wording of Proposal ME/WECO/* will need to be amended accordingly. The site area 
should be re calculated to reflect the reduced size of the allocation. Reference to the southern part of the site 
should be omitted from the first paragraph following the Proposal ME/WECO/*.  

 
1.76 I recommend that the provision of a general employment site is omitted from Proposal ME/WECO/*. 

Reference to “General Employment” should be omitted from the redrawn version of Inset Map SO9 and the 
first two paragraphs following the proposal will need to be re worded to reflect the fact that the allocation is 
solely for a business park.  The general employment land at Bunford Lane should be omitted from the 
schedule in Policy ME2 (as amended by proposed modification MOD/09/005). 

 
1.77 I recommend that the requirement for strategic landscape planting (the penultimate bullet point of the 

proposal) is omitted from Proposal ME/WECO/*. 
 
1.78 I recommend that reference to surface water attenuation (the third from last bullet point) in Proposal 

ME/WECO/* is amended to allow for the facility to be located immediately outside the allocation site. The 
third from last of the paragraphs following the proposal will need to be amended to reflect this amendment. 

 
1.79 I recommend that the first four bullet points in the proposal in Proposed Modification MOD/14/020 and the 

first six bullet points in Further Proposed Modification FM/013 are deleted and replaced by a single bullet 
point which sets out the requirement for an integrated transport strategy to meet the needs of the 
development.  
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Appendix A: List of objectors 
 
001/001  Mr C Nicholls  
004/001  Miss P J Hall  
005/001  Mr G Mullen  
010/001  Mr and Mrs D Rutherford  
011/001  Ms S Pether  
012/001  Mrs F J Boyd  
013/001  Mr T P Burr M.B.E  
014/001  P R Bonnett  
015/001  Mr P Withers  
016/001  E D Hibbert  
018/001  Miss E A Brie  
019/001  Mr and Mrs B Fulwell  
020/001  Mrs M Ross  
023/001  Mr and Mrs Davies  
024/001  J A F Buxton  
025/001  Mr J Weeks  
026/001  Ms M Fountaine  
027/001  Mrs J S Edward  
029/001  D Angus & G Penny  
030/001  Mr J R Gegg  
031/001  Mrs J I Gegg  
032/001  Miss J Gegg  
033/001  Mrs C G Carter  
034/001  Mr K J Masters  
035/001  Mrs A H Rose  
036/001  Mrs J Brown  
038/001  W Brown  
039/001  Mr M Studer  
040/001  H A Montacute  
041/001  Mr C T Hill  
042/001  Ms M Colhrane  
043/001  Mr T Dumont  
044/001  E J Holman  
045/001  Mrs O Sharman  
046/001  Mrs A H Rose  
047/001  Mrs S Greenwood  
048/001  Ms S A Foy  
049/001  Mr K Foy  
050/001  R Alderman  
051/001  Sir B Bathury  
053/001  Mrs R Woolley  
054/001  Mr P J Woolley  
054/001/FM Mr P J Woolley 
057/001  Mr J M T Cochrane  
059/001  Ms A Hughes  
060/001  Mrs K R Dyson  
061/001  Mr D Hur  
062/001  Mrs G Gerrard  
063/001  Mr and Mrs K Hooper  
064/001  Mr J Dyson  
066/001  Mr S Johnson  
069/001  Hamilton  
070/001  Mr J A M Thorne  
074/001  Miss J Yeates  
075/001  Miss P J Hall  
076/001  Mrs M Levett  
078/001  E Clifton-Brown  
079/001  Miss K Hodder  
080/001  Mr N Browne  
081/001  Ms E M Messing  
082/001  Mrs I Milne  
083/001  J Rosskelly-Williams  
085/001  Mrs M Drysdale  
091/001  Miss K F Mitchell  
094/001  Mr A Ireland & Miss M Francis  
095/001  Ms N Sarjveladze  
096/001  Mrs H W Bee  
097/001  J D Bee  
098/001  H Vesternen  

099/001  Mr M Pundyke  
100/001  Mr G C S Lane  
101/001  Mrs D E Lane  
108/001  Mr O Weeks  
109/001  A M Taggart  
111/001  Mr H S Venables  
116/001  Ms P Goldsmith  
117/001  Mr A Goldsmith  
118/001  Mr P Cullen-James  
119/001  Mr D P D White  
120/001  Mrs G M White  
122/001  Mr G Garsten  
124/001  Mr and Mrs R L West  
125/001  Mrs V Ryan  
126/001  C & H Baldaccmino  
127/001  Mr S Hoar  
129/001  Ms S Twells  
130/001  Mr A Ingram  
131/001  Mr and Mrs J Rousell  
132/001  Ms J Patterson  
133/001  D J Patterson  
134/001  Mr and Mrs C M Webb  
135/001  Mr J W Baldwin  
137/001  Mr S Crump  
139/001  Ms E Garsten  
140/001  Miss S Moore  
141/001  Mr H Ford  
144/001  Mr M Tk  
145/001  T W Allen  
149/001  Mr J E Bre  
150/001  Mr G S Bristol  
151/001  Miss M M Leader  
152/001  Mrs M Barker Harland  
153/001  M & P Giles  
154/001  Mr and Mrs J Singleton  
155/001  R M E Fenning  
156/001  E & O Wilson-Chalon  
157/001  Mr J T Taylor MBE  
158/001  E P Bre  
159/001  Mr and Mrs D & J Smith  
160/001  K Perry & T Fryer  
164/001  Mrs J Hardick  
165/001  Mr G Brown  
166/001  Mr and Mrs Thomas  
167/001  Mr S Collier  
168/001  Mr R P Smith  
169/001  Mr J Kearvell  
170/001  Mr S Fox  
174/001  Mrs J R Clarke  
175/001  Mr and Mrs J H Neil  
176/001  Mr M A Jones  
177/001  Ms J F Beatty  
180/001  Mr and Mrs B R Sartin  
182/001  H & D Maddigan  
186/001  Mr and Mrs B Ryan  
189/001  M Mills  
190/001  Mr S Bowring  
192/001  Mr and Mrs P Webster  
195/001  Mrs Holloway  
197/001  Mr M J Tappenden  
198/001  B Pike  
200/001  Mrs H Sutton  
201/001  Dr R B O Sutton  
202/001  Mr N Parfitt  
203/001  Ms R Wright  
204/001  Mr D Holland  
206/001  J Stocks  
209/001  Mr A Robinson  
210/001  Mr N E Lane  
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212/001  Mrs M D Pender  
214/001  Mr G B Delbridge  
215/001  Mr and Mrs G Watts  
216/001  Mr C Sheere  
217/001  Ms S Alderman  
219/001  P & B Monaghan  
220/001  P & R Francis  
222/001  Mr G Entwistle  
223/001  P S Pilton  
224/001  Mr E Brammer  
225/001  L C Crook  
226/001  Mr G J Maunder  
227/001  Mrs M P Messervy  
229/001  Ms L Bassett  
230/001  Mrs J Haran  
231/001  Mr and Mrs Miller  
232/001  Mrs L J Lee  
233/001  Miss M C Lidstone  
234/001  Mrs V A Davies  
235/001  Mr L Sadler  
236/001  Mrs T A Woodfine  
237/001  Mrs M Brammer  
238/001  Mrs C V Salter  
239/001  Mrs L Hext  
241/001  Dr N K Dryden  
243/001  Mr T Bath  
244/001  Mr J Hext  
248/001  Mr and Mrs Bacon  
249/001  Mr P Booth  
250/001  P & E Allsop  
251/001  Mr S Selwood  
252/001  S N Brazier  
253/001  Mr and Mrs B H Spink  
254/001  E Gorochowski  
255/001  Mr and Mrs Foss  
256/001  Ms G Lloyd  
257/001  Mr A Stevens  
258/001  Mr J Stevens  
260/001  W Bailey  
261/001  Mr J Burgoine  
263/001  Mr S D Lawson  
264/001  Mr D F Hawkins  
265/001  Mrs S K Hawkins  
268/003  Mr A McPhee  
269/001  Mrs I W Parker  
271/003  Mr A K Boher  
274/001  Mr s Mead  
275/001  Mrs H E Puzey  
276/001  Ms C Jeeves  
278/001  Miss T Collins  
279/001  Mrs L Hemmings  
280/001  Mr and Mrs A Haylock  
281/001  A M Slee  
282/001  Mr and Mrs Masters  
285/001  Mr J Robinson  
286/001  Mr and Mrs D White  
289/001  R Emery  
290/001  P Jennings  
294/001  Mr K Morton  
295/001  Mr and Mrs N Grenfell  
296/001  Mrs B M Lovering  
297/001  Mr B C Owen  
299/001  Ms S Cullen-James  
301/001  Mrs J Aubertin  
302/001  Mrs M L Taylor  
309/008 Brympton Parish Council 
311/001  Mr T Dyer  
312/001  Mrs M Hedges  
313/001  Mr and Mrs J Brunsden  
314/001  Mr F Devlin  
315/001  Ms N Hennessy  

316/001  E J Cracknell  
317/001  Miss F Cumming  
318/001  Mr P Voizey  
319/001  Mrs P D Head  
321/001  Ms J Baldwin  
322/001  Mr G Edwards  
324/001  Ms E Davies  
329/001  S Gordon  
330/001  Miss P Magnier  
331/001  Ms E Woollard  
332/001  Mr D Laurie  
333/001 Mrs C A Gee  
335/002 Cllr R A Cornelius 
336/001  Mr D Marden  
337/001  Ms M Marden  
338/001  D S Marden  
340/001  Mr M D Ellis  
341/001  Mrs V Leaver  
343/001 English Heritage 
344/001  Mrs P Moore  
345/001  Mr and Mrs Bugler  
347/001  Mrs J L Warren  
348/001  Mr R Herbert  
351/001  Mr E J Evans  
352/001  Mr D Groves  
353/001  Mrs A Groves  
357/001  Mr B Macrae  
358/001  R A Lee  
359/001  Dr M Krissdottir  
361/001  Mr N Quick  
362/001  N & S Scrase  
363/001  Mrs L J Guy  
364/001  Mrs L Morgan  
365/001  Mr A C Graham  
366/001  S Peats  
367/001  Mr P G Raymond  
368/001  Mr S Wilkinson  
369/001  Mr M Wood  
370/001  A R Charteris  
371/001  M Charteris  
375/001  Mr J Rogers  
376/001  Mr and Mrs R Stanfield  
377/001  Mr R D Halsall  
378/001  Mrs S Headlam  
379/001  Mrs B G Dyer  
381/001  Mrs M Gulliford  
382/001  Mr S Gulliford  
383/001 Mr S Wood  
385/001  Mr and Mrs Hunt  
386/001  Ms L Scorer  
388/001  Mrs T a Woodfine  
389/001  Mr J R King  
391/001  Mrs K Cumming  
392/001  Mrs G Capps  
393/001  Mr R Palmer  
394/002  Mr and Mrs Reeves  
395/001  Mr B Goudik  
400/001  Ms M Blennerhasseth  
401/001  Ms J Roberts  
403/001  Mrs P F O'Neill  
404/001  Ms C Martin  
405/001  Lady P J Studd  
406/001  Mrs M P Baggesen  
407/001  Mr G Baggesen  
409/001  Dr D P & Mrs J M Kearney  
410/001  H V Foam  
411/001  Mrs r C Woods  
413/001  Mr and Mrs D J Smith  
417/001  Mr and Mrs S Spearing  
419/001  Mr N Tiffou  
420/001  Ms S Tiffou  
421/001  Ms J Cedillo  
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422/001  B L Leach  
423/001  Mr R Travis  
424/001  Ms S Wills  
425/001  Ms I Melville  
426/001  Mr R A Gard  
427/001  Mrs L J Pilton  
428/001  Mr N A Pilton  
430/001  Mr E E Evans  
431/001  Ms P Wheeler  
432/001  Ms J Mills  
435/001  Mr and Mrs R Davies  
436/001  Mr G Quartermaine  
438/001  Mr Higgins  
445/001  Mr R E Darch  
446/001  Mr D J Gibson  
446/001/FM Mr D J Gibson 
447/001  Ms R Livesey  
449/001  Mrs C J Simon  
450/001  R H Simon  
451/001  Mr M Maber  
452/001  Mrs L Glaisher  
453/001  Ms R Shire  
454/001  Mrs J Moffat  
455/001  Mr and Mrs T Ridge  
456/001  Mr P Brinkley  
457/001  Mrs N Dryden  
458/001  Mr and Mrs K P Bradley  
459/001  Mrs D Francis  
460/001  Mr C Francis  
462/001  J & J Rudnicki  
465/005 Somerset County Council 
466/001  Mr and Mrs A R Leech  
468/001  Mr C A Preston  
469/001  Ms B Preston  
472/001  Mr G Shepherd  
473/001  Mr P Brammer  
475/001  Mr E A Raymond  
476/001  Mr J W Foster  
478/001  Mr H Hamlin  
479/001  Mrs S M Bugler  
480/001  Mr G R Bugler  
481/001  T Humphrey  
482/001  Mr G W Miles  
483/001  Mr and Mrs White  
485/001  Mrs C Ingram  
486/001  Mr D L Ingram  
487/001  Mrs S L Darey  
488/001  Prof. A H Gomme  
489/001  Mrs S M Gomme  
490/001  Mrs J Silcox  
492/001  Mrs M P S Else  
493/001  C J Clark  
495/001  Mrs A Baker  
499/001  J Kember  
500/001  Ms C S E Howell  
501/001  Mr M J Howell  
506/001  Mr H T Omran  
507/001  Mr and Mrs M J Perry  
508/001  Mr C Park  
509/001  Mr G Rapley  
510/001  Mrs L Pearcy  
513/001  Mrs M E Belben  
516/001  Ms R Marden  
523/001  Mr and Mrs Lydon  
537/016 Government Office for the South West 
539/001  J N Speakman  
542/001  R Dobbs  
543/001  Mrs W Thayne  
544/001  Mr N Girling  
545/001  Ms E Thornton  
546/001  Mrs E J Woods  
547/001  H Dhillon  

553/001  Mr O Weeks  
554/001  Ms I Weeks  
555/001  Ms A M Dkworth  
556/001  Ms L F Morgan  
557/001  Mr J Wadham  
562/001  Mrs C Pinney  
567/001  Mr A Burrows  
568/001  J P D Cruz  
569/001  Ms A Ritchie  
570/001  Mr M Bradley  
571/001  Mrs S J Jones  
572/001  Mr G Pillai  
573/005  Lord & Lady Patten  
574/002   Mr and Mrs J Weeks, Pro Vision Planning & 

Design  
575/001  Mr and Mrs S Belben  
576/001  D J Gooch  
577/001  Mr K Creek  
578/001  Mr R Creek  
579/001  Ms D Creek  
580/001  Miss J Coultas  
581/001  Mr W Boggis  
582/001  Miss P E Lowe  
589/001  Mr A J de Boinod  
590/001  Mr S P Waine  
593/001  M Watkins  
594/001  Mrs R Cooke  
596/001  Mr J W Bates  
596/001/FM Mr J W Bates 
598/001  Mrs S C Bates  
598/001/FM Mrs S C Bates 
599/001  B Watkins  
600/001  Mrs P H Bird  
601/001  Mrs P M Halsall  
603/001  Mr M Entwistle  
604/001  Mr and Mrs G Coombs  
606/001  Ms J Sebag-Montefiore  
607/001  Mr P Sebag-Montefiore  
608/001  Mr M Brown  
609/001  Mr A Bullivant  
610/001  E J Windley  
611/001  Ms P Bullivant  
612/001  Mr A Brinkley  
613/001  Ms H Swainson  
614/001  Mr E J Tierney  
615/001  Mr B Swainson  
616/001  Mr M Perks  
618/001  Mr and Mrs G Cheetham  
619/001  Mr T C Walton  
620/001  Ms S Ottaway  
621/001  Mr and Mrs James  
624/001 CPRE 
623/001  Ms L Rixon  
626/002  The Brympton Estate & Abbey Manor 

GroupBoyer Planning Limited  
635/001  Ms R Weeks  
636/021  Wessex Farms Trust 
636/001/FM Wessex Farms Trust  
641/001  Mr I Carr  
642/001  Ms A Carr  
643/001  Mr A E Old  
644/001  Mrs J Old  
646/001  G W Leaver  
647/001  R Sowden  
649/001 West Coker Parish Council 
649/001/FM West Coker Parish Council 
652/001  Mr and Mrs M S Askill  
653/001  R & J Coombs  
654/001  C Fisher  
655/001  Mr and Mrs T F Kitchener  
656/001  N J Rowlatt  
657/001  Mr and Mrs K J Spicer  
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659/001  Mr and Mrs Poole  
660/001  Mr P Stevens  
661/001  G Evans  
662/001  G Norris  
663/001  Mr B R Draper  
665/001  Mr M Collins  
666/001  Ms C Collins  
667/001  Mr M Harris  
668/001  E M Hughes  
669/001  Ms R Davies  
670/001  Mr C Bell  
671/001  Mr A Collins  
672/001  Mr T Collins  
673/001  Mr D Beatty  
674/001  Mr R M Blight  
675/001  Mr C J Blight  
676/001  Mrs A I Blight  
678/001  T V Shepherd  
679/001  Ms S Richings  
682/001  Ms M Switzer  
683/001  Mrs H Dickson  
684/001  Mrs D H Griffin  
685/001  Mr N J Griffin  
690/001  Mr G J Burrows  
691/001  Mrs E Adams  
696/001  Mr and Mrs P & J Oliver  
697/001  Mrs M M Mansi  
698/001  D R Williams  
703/001  P & G Rayson  
704/001  Mrs M   
707/001  Mr B J Tierney  
708/001  Mr and Mrs C A White  
709/001  Mrs E Batten  
710/001  Mr G Batten  
711/001  Mrs H Quirk  
712/001  Mr R J Fox  
713/001  Dr F R Belben  
717/001  J M Fox  
718/001  E I Haine  
719/001  D J Fox  
722/001  D Spurdle  
723/001  Ms A Johnson  
724/001  Ms M Aldenham  
725/001  Ms S Johnson  
726/001  Mr and Mrs E Brindle  
728/001  Mr A D Belben  
730/001  A R Mills  
736/001  Mrs P Higgins  
737/001  Ms M Johnson  
738/001  Mrs M Galvani  
739/001  D Steer  
740/001  Ms E Mason  
741/001  W Smith  
744/001  S Evans  
745/001  B Corrigan  
747/001  Mrs D Gregory  
748/001  Mrs C Hill  
749/001  M Strong  
750/001  M O'Hara  
751/001  Mr D McDonaid  
752/001  Ms K Grainger  
753/001  Mr E Perryman  
754/001  D Dennett  
757/001  S McCafferty  
758/001  Mr N Webley  
759/001  Z Leach  
760/001  Mrs C Brown  
761/001  Ms C Tinsley  
762/001  Mr R Warry  
763/001  M Arnott  
764/001  Mrs A Fernyhough  

765/001  Mr a Farmer  
766/001  Mrs A Campbell  
767/001  Mr D Smith  
768/001  Mrs J Mayo  
769/001  Mr and Mrs Harrison  
770/001  M A Wainwright  
771/001  Mrs A MacCallum  
772/001  Mr P Machin  
773/001  Mr M Pickersgill  
775/001  Mr Partington  
777/001  Mrs E Leeke  
778/001  Ms G Williams  
779/001  R Derrett  
780/001  W Williams  
781/001  Mrs J Borlase  
782/001  Mrs P Dover  
783/001  L Woolmington  
784/001  Mr D Miller  
808/001  C R Clayton  
809/001  Mrs R Clayton  
810/001  Ms E Grippo  
811/001  A Waterfield  
812/001  Mr T Anwar  
813/001  Mrs S Loveridge  
819/001  J D Cook  
820/001  Ms A D Yates  
823/001  Mrs D Lewis  
824/001  Mrs L Hoysted  
825/001  Mr Smyth  
826/001  Mr D Oliver  
827/001  Mrs R Bartlett  
828/001  J Volrath  
830/001  P Berners  
831/001  Mr R Stephens  
832/001  Mr P D Taylor  
833/001  Mr M Wells  
836/001  Mr M Hannam  
838/001  Mr P M Humphries  
839/001  Mrs Mizen  
840/001   D L Alford  
841/001  Mr D Bromfield  
842/001  Mrs Holder  
843/001  Ms W Oulbat  
844/001  Mr P Gomes  
845/001  Mr G Jones  
849/001  Mr J Gray  
851/001  Mrs L Brammer  
852/001  Mrs J Lackford  
854/001  Mrs J Pritchard  
855/001  Mr G B de Wilton  
857/001  Mr T Boggis  
858/001  Ms A Dille  
859/001  P D Horsefield  
862/001  Mr R Gray  
864/001  Mr G Pritchard  
865/001  Mrs H Bennet  
866/001  Mrs A M Markova  
869/001  Mr C M Haggett  
870/001  Mrs J Marner  
872/001  Mrs L Snell  
873/001  Mr R Allison  
874/001  Mr A Bryant  
875/001  Mr Burrows  
876/001  Mrs S A Peeke  
878/001  Mr S Fenwick  
879/001  J Brankin  
880/001  Mrs Earl  
881/001  Mrs J L Qazi  
884/001  Mrs J W Parsons  
885/001  Mrs J L Allison  
886/001  Mrs Mooney  
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887/001  Mrs L Farthing  
888/001  Miss B Skinner  
889/001  Ms S King  
890/001  Mr and Mrs S Macfarlane  
891/001  Mrs Westlake  
892/001  Ms S Tker  
893/001  Mr M Heather  
895/001  Mrs L Beacham  
897/001  Mr Powell  
898/001  W E Shattock  
899/001  Mrs M Dash  
901/001  Mr B Robus  
902/001  Mrs P Charles  
903/001  Mrs J King  
904/001  Mr R Holder  
906/001  Mrs D Miller  
907/001  Miss H Bowen  
908/001  Mrs M Bowers  
909/001  Mrs J Fuller  
910/001  S J Callaghan  
911/001  Mr H C Wotton  
912/001  Mrs S Rogers  
913/001  M Corrigan  
914/001  Mr B Waller  
915/001  V Coates  
916/001  Miss J Selwood  
918/001  A Sansom  
923/001  Ms C Stenning  
924/001  Mrs J Cocking  
925/001  Ms E Cleal  
926/001  Mrs C Osborne  
927/001  Ms J Chislett  
928/001  Mrs S J Anderson  
929/001  A Miles  
930/001  Mrs A Purchase  
931/001  Mr R O'Donnell  
932/001  P Jutson  
933/001  R Prentice  
977/001  Ms K Vickery  
978/001  Mr E M Young  
978/001/FM Mr E M Young 
979/001  Mrs S Millbank  
980/001  Mr D Gillingham  
981/001  C M Haggett  
982/001  Mr E Blacker  
983/001  M A Chave  
984/001  J Margetts  
985/001  Mr M Day  
986/001  R A Lowe  
987/001  Mr M Zair  
988/001  Hon F C A Hamilton  
989/001  Mrs L Smith  
990/001  Ms E Shire  
991/001  L Martin  
992/001  Mrs C Pardey  
993/001  Mr M Flint  
994/001  Mrs J Hooper  
995/001  Mrs S Otter  
997/001  Mrs L Wills  
998/001  C Wilkins  
999/001  D W C Baker  
1001/001  Mr K Frisby  
1002/001  Mrs W Neal  
1003/001  W G Newman  
1004/001 Mr T J Harrison 
1005/001  Mrs Bateman  
1006/001  Ms C Court  
1007/001  Ms P Caren  
1008/001  Mrs E M O'Dwyer  
1009/001  D Porter  
1010/001  Ms C Frisby  

1011/001  J Bain  
1012/001  C E White  
1013/001  Mr N Hewitt  
1015/001  G Owens  
1016/001  J King  
1017/001  Mr P Phillips  
1019/001  P McCullough  
1020/001  A Amphlett  
1021/001  Mrs H Leighton  
1022/001  T D Bee  
1023/001  Mrs N Taylor  
1025/001  Ms M Williams  
1026/001  Ms J Bennie  
1027/001  J & C House  
1028/001  Ms E Sobey  
1029/001  G Floyd-Jewell  
1030/001  C Morgan  
1031/001  J A Beatty  
1032/001  T Young  
1033/001  Ms P Smith  
1037/001  J Smith  
1041/001  H Howard  
1043/001  A & R Giles  
1044/001  Ms S MacDuff  
1045/001  J Budden  
1046/001  Mr and Mrs K Fitzsimons  
1047/001  P Ayling  
1048/001  Mrs G Budden  
1049/001  Mrs H Winter  
1050/001  Mrs S Gilham  
1051/001  Mr M Northcott  
1053/001  Mrs M Stewart  
1054/001  Ms D Legge  
1055/001  C Bentley  
1057/001  E Hart  
1060/001  M Roberts  
1061/001  Ms S House  
1062/001  Mr Robertson  
1063/001  Mr R S Gaunt  
1064/001  Mr J O'Leary  
1065/001  Ms S Sellers  
1071/001  Ms B Myall  
1073/001  Mrs J Burkey  
1075/001  Mrs P Woodsford  
1076/001  Ms P Harris  
1077/001  Mr N W G Holland  
1079/001  Miss N Rapkins  
1080/001  C A Dargie  
1081/001  Mrs H J Harris  
1082/001  B Webster  
1084/001  T Brockway  
1085/001  Ms K Osborne  
1087/001  Ms S Russell  
1088/001  J K Martin  
1089/001  Ms F L Richardson 
1090/001  Mr A Hicken  
1091/001  Ms R Pike  
1092/001  Mrs D Chubb  
1093/001  Mr P R House  
1094/001  Mrs Norris  
1096/001  Mrs S Lewis  
1097/001  Mr S Seaby  
1098/001  Ms L Haigh  
1099/001  N Chapman-Cox  
1100/001  Mr D Ford  
1101/001  L J Gatehouse  
1102/001  Mrs Gray  
1103/001  W L Cooper  
1105/001  Ms L Thumpston  
1106/001  Mr M Ramsell  
1107/001  H G Ford  
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1109/001  Mr T Dukes  
1110/001  Mrs B Paul  
1111/001  R Bennett-Jones  
1112/001  J Peat  
1113/001  P Greening  
1114/001  Miss K Woodall  
1115/001  Miss F Kay  
1116/001  R Burdiss  
1117/001  Mr Paul  
1118/001  Mr Lancaster  
1119/001  V Davies  
1120/001  Mr J Langford  
1121/001  P G Wood  
1122/001  J M Dixon  
1123/001  Mrs A Newlyn  
1124/001  Mr J Moseley  
1125/001  Mrs K Angus  
1126/001  C J Smith  
1127/001  Ms R Abdy Collins  
1128/001  L V Nachew  
1129/001  Mr D Gardner  
1130/001  Ms A Makin  
1131/001  Mrs M Edwards  
1132/001  C Denman  
1133/001  Mr H Campbell  
1134/001  Ms J North  
1135/001  J Childs  
1136/001  Mrs A Rennie  
1137/001  Mr H Rennie  
1138/001  Mrs D A Rennie  
1139/001  Mrs B Rymell  
1140/001  D Moffett  
1141/001  Ms G Preece  
1142/001  Ms J A'Court  
1143/001  Mrs P Atyeo  
1144/001  Mrs M Helliar  
1145/001  F J Hansford  
1146/001  Mrs Hansford  
1147/001  Mr R Mason  
1148/001  Mrs S L Evans  
115/001  D C Fraser  
1150/001  Mr S Borland  
1151/001  Ms A Fry  
1152/001  Mrs Hannam  
1153/001  Ms T Griffiths  
1154/001  Mr V P Francis  
1155/001  Mr T Hutchings  
1156/001  Mr A Wheatley  
1157/001  Mrs A Stirling  
1158/001  P Hamilton  
1159/001  Mrs C Rae  
1160/001  Mr J Newall  
1161/001  Mrs N Dowd  
1162/001  R N Ballam  
1163/001  Mrs C A Small  
1164/001  Mr D Childs  
1165/001  Mr B Lewis  
1166/001  Mrs Monk  
1167/001  Mrs T Trickett  
1168/001  Ms B Benham  
1169/001  L & M Wright  
1170/001  Ms C Hake  
1171/001  Mr A J Broadhead  
1172/001  Mr R Fowler  
1174/001  Erin   
1175/001  Ms J Pattemore  
1176/001  J Atkinson  
1177/001  Ms B Gosney  
1178/001  Ms D Dunbar  
1179/001  Mrs M Johnson 
1180/001  W Riffingale  

1181/001  Mr B L Leemer  
1182/001  Mrs F Leemer  
1183/001  Lou  
1184/001  Mr R Gibbons  
1185/001  S Wally  
1189/001  Mr and Mrs Trigger  
1190/001  P S Cox  
1191/001  Mr N R Hawkins  
1192/001  Ms T Robertson  
1194/001  R Pepper  
1195/001  Mrs L Clarke  
1196/001  Mrs S Kearvell  
1197/001  Mr W Higgins  
1198/035 Environment Agency 
1205/001  B Bromell  
1206/001  Lt Cdr E Ogden  
1207/001  G Swain  
1208/001  Ms F Doble  
1209/001  Mr D G Langdon  
1210/001  Mr A Doble  
1211/001  Ms B E Langdon  
1212/001  Mrs S J Swain  
1213/001  Mr K Swain  
1214/001  Mrs V Swain  
1215/001  Mrs M Ogden  
1216/001  Mrs J A Richards  
1220/001  Mrs P Reeves  
1221/001  Mr and Mrs Lane  
1222/001  S M Weir  
1223/001  P R Weir  
1224/001  Mrs S A Matthews  
1225/001  Mrs R Martin  
1226/001  Dr A G Marriott  
1228/037 Somerset Wildlife Trust 
1229/001  Mr Wilkes  
1233/001  Mrs M C E Savill-Daw  
1233/001/FM Mrs M C E Savill-Daw 
1234/001 Somerset Gardens Trust  
1242/001 Somerset Trust Badger Group 
1243/001FM Mr R Uncles 
1245/001/FM Mr and Mrs A H Noel 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix B: Council’s summary of objections 
 
 
Impact of Proposal on Brympton d’Evercy House: 
 
• Brympton d’Evercy falls within the top 40% of sites on the English Heritage Register of Parks and 

Gardens of Special Historic Interest in England. 
• The proposed development will be an act of vandalism of the area surrounding the house and 

irreparably spoil the views from the house. 
• Brympton is situated in beautiful parkland and green fields. The group of buildings is unrivalled in 

a pastoral setting, which is essential to its character. The ham stone house, priest's house, 
church and alcove clock tower, set beyond a stone balustrade courtyard and against a 
background of fields, trees and parkland form a unique group, which would be irreparably 
damaged.  

• Brympton d'Evercy is a unique architectural environment highly spoken of by the architectural 
expert Nikolaus Pevsner who emphasised the overall setting in which the house is placed. 

• It would destroy the setting of a Grade 1 Listed House and park and lead to development from 
Yeovil to Odcombe and beyond. 

• This is a unique heritage site. 
• Loss of views. 
• Wrong to allow this type of capitalism to encroach on our buildings of such importance, as this is. 
• John Julian Norwich (The Architecture of Southern England) says:" In all England there are few 

more exquisite groupings of Manor house, priests house and church than at Brympton d'Evercy." 
• The pastoral setting is essential to its character. 
• There has never been a full explanation on why the Council deems it correct to develop land so 

close to a Grade 1 listed building.  
• There are clear benefits of preserving such historic and natural beauty:  Benefits local tourism. 

Used as film location and for weddings.  
• It is impossible to imagine any scheme which could screen the house and its grounds form the 

development which would not at the same time introduce something alien to the landscape. 
• The view across the site provides what is the only rural view available to an increasingly 

urbanised west side of Yeovil and is therefore very important. 
• PPG15 makes it clear that Grade 1 listed buildings are to be considered of national importance. 
• This house could not exist without its setting. 
• To permit the modification desecrates one-half of the sum total, i.e. the vista of open countryside 

and the old avenue of beech trees & cypress. Such vistas are now rare, and ought to be 
preserved at almost any cost. 

• The noise and lights at night will ruin the beauty of the area round the house. 
• Contravenes existing policies Policy EH5, Policy EH9. 
 
 
Environment - Countryside/ Built & Wildlife:  
 
• Yeovil has sprawled far enough into the country on all sides. 
• Outside the green belt. 
• It is not an appropriate development for this area of the town and will unnecessarily destroy the 

landscape for those people living in the immediate vicinity. 
• The topography of the site is not ideal and it is grade 1 agricultural land. 
• Impact on wildlife. 
• Impact on flora and fauna. 
• No screening will effectively hide this development. 
• Proposal is on Grade 2 agricultural land – adjacent to Grade 1. 
• Will involve the destruction of a copse within which is situated a very large active badger sett. 

Likely that other smaller setts will also be lost.   
• Over development. 
• The lovely Ham stone villages and the fine land about them that lies around Ham Hill, are a great 

asset to the country – they should be preserved. 
• Impact on countryside. 
• Destruction of rural habitat. 
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• Ancient hedgerows will be lost. 
• Space and countryside are essential for the well being of mind and body – a natural, inexpensive 

resource which should be preserved. 
• This area of Yeovil is the only remaining remnant of the agricultural past and picturesque setting 

Yeovil had. 
• One of the attractions to visitors to the area is the sandstone escarpment. 
• Impact on Odcombe and its Conservation Area.  
• Contrary to first Inspector’s Report  
• Increase in noise pollution. 
• Impact on Montacute. 
• Doubtful if the existing drainage systems can cope with the extra load. 
• Alternative sites are available. 
• Ecology: unsound & unnecessary in such a sensitive, beautiful environment.  
• Surface Water attenuation issues. 
• Yeovil has exceeded its natural limit & the necessary environmental, social, infrastructure of 

sewage, health, schooling, community and public spaces has lost its vision or cohesion. 
• Increased risk of flooding - question of drainage on a possible flood plain. 
• Impact on villages. 
• Light pollution. 
• Industrial sites should be hidden from view. 
• The proposal runs counter to a long running agreement between the Council and local residents 

groups that Yeovil would not expand west of the Bunford Lane road and south of the A3088. 
• It would also contravene Policy 5 of the Somerset & Exmoor National Park Structure Plan; also 

Policy 7 (causing loss of valuable high quality farmland) & Policy 9 (badly affecting the setting of 
Brympton d'Evercy House & parkland). 

• Contrary to the following Local Plan policies: ST5 :The Quality of Development, ST6: Landscape 
and Architectural design, ST8: Planning Obligations, New Policy: Protecting the Best & Most 
Versatile Agricultural Land, EC4: Nationally Important Sites, EC6: Landscape Features of Major 
Importance to Wildlife, EC7: Protected Species, EH1: Conservation Areas, EH1: Development 
Proposals Affecting the Setting of Listed Buildings & EH9: Historic Parks and Gardens. 

• Concerns that the site will not be developed tastefully. 
• Loss or disturbance of listed Archaeological Site (ref 54654). 
• Would contravene PPS3. 
• The Further Proposed Modification refers to the need to accommodate ecological/wildlife 

corridors within the site. These constraints suggest the site is unsuitable in that protecting these 
features will reduce net developable area. 

 
 
Highways: 
 
• It is very difficult to get in and out of the Sampson’s Wood estate. 
• A massive increase in already severe traffic problems. 
• There needs to be a greater investment and improvement in the current road layout before any 

work could commence on the Bunford site. 
• Coupled with the proposed housing key sites, it will exacerbate the already congested traffic 

conditions. 
• Traffic along the Lysander Road is often at a standstill at present and a large industrial 

development will only make this worse. 
• Breaches the Yeovil ring road - a natural boundary. 
• This site is at one of the worst traffic congestion points in Yeovil.  
• Traffic impact on Montacute.  
• Increased traffic pollution. 
• A new link road to the A303 will have to be created.  
• Need for very much improved public transport links. 
• Extra traffic - unsafe for children. 
• Traffic impact on Odcombe. 
• Any additional traffic will cause gridlock. 
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• Government findings say that people will cycle, walk or use public transport to get to work and 
that new employment land needs to be in reach of these people. This is wrong!  

• It will become too dangerous for those who currently cycle to work. 
• Impact on network of very narrow lanes around the villages to the west of Yeovil. 
• Policy requirements in respect of transport should be brought together and expressed more 

simply in terms of the need to secure a comprehensive approach to on and off-site transport 
requirements arising from the development. 

• Has sufficient notice been taken of further road improvements that may be required - further 
encroaching on the countryside? 

• They are building a business park alongside the A303 at Amesbury (Solstice Park) and an 
industrial estate out of town at Boscombe Down. 

• Its location is inconsistent with the provision of employment for newcomers to Yeovil. 
• Object to non-inclusion of a parking site and associated facilities as part of a Park & Ride system 

for Yeovil. 
• More land will be needed to build proposed link road and result in more development up to and 

around Camp Road. 
• An access road to the Cartgate Link Road from this site would have to cross land not yet 

allocated. 
• The works under the Further Proposed Modification are unacceptable and suggest that the 

development is inappropriate. They do not overcome the fundamental problems and demonstrate 
that the road network has insufficient capacity. 

• Reference in the Further Proposed Modification to unspecified further highway works is 
unacceptable. 

• The Further Proposed Modification will cause even more problems. 
 
 
Employment: 
 
• Some employment land previously allocated has been transferred to other use. 
• Proposal should be more specific about the type of employment development for which the land 

is allocated. 
• We need to shift away from creating employment on greenfield sites and look at more favourable 

ideas which would be in keeping with our area.  
• If 'high tech' businesses where is the demand? 
• No "Business" of the calibre you are proposing to attract will want to work and here. 
• Unwillingness to utilise available employment land.  
• A big "prestige" organization is most likely to bring its own staff (such as the experience in Exeter 

with the Met Office). 
• Manufacturing as a whole is in decline relative to Britain's GNP. More trading estates means 

more storage and retailing of goods made elsewhere. It does not provide opportunities for large 
scale employment of skilled labour. 

• Afraid that when this development is built the factories and units will stand empty for years, to be 
a target ground for vandals etc.  

• The plan is too prescriptive in seeking to define as a matter of policy the extent and location 
within the site of different categories of employment.  

• Bunford Lane does not form part of a Key Site allocation (which is the clear foundation for the 
plan's main allocations). The site performs poorly form an environmental, commercial and 
technical perspective. 

• This will have a direct impact to tourism in the area and affect jobs, as the proposed business 
park would detract from the beauty of the area. 

• Doubt whether there will be many jobs created. 
• Why do other towns and cities succeed in out of town developments yet Yeovil can't (i.e. Andover 

and Blandford - both have business parks sited outside the town)? 
• There would be no career based jobs for Yeovilians, only the menial fetching and carrying tasks. 
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General: 
 
• Locate the development on the A303/Cartgate 
• It seems to have been adopted by the local council as an alternative to the Keyford site although 

the objections to developing the Keyford site could equally be applied to the Bunford Lane site. 
• It conflicts with the Independent Inspector's view that no development should take place west of 

Bunford Lane. 
• Look again at Keyford 
• Development is outside the area originally presented for development. 
• The Council were fully aware of the public opposition to this plan. 
• Any development on this land will inevitably lead to extended similar use up to the Cartgate and 

across Camp Road.  
• Brownfield sites should be used as an alternative. 
• Concerned about impact on visitors to Yeovil Crematorium due to increased congestion. 
• Concerned that discussion may have already taken place with regard to the use of this site. 
• Bunford Lane only came to the fore in December 2003 - more time is required for the full 

implications of this site to be considered. 
• This is a retirement area, let it stay that way. 
• Yeovil is unfairly treated for development by its proximity to the Dorset border.  
• Large numbers of people come to live in/near Yeovil to be in semi-rural environment, which would 

be negated if the town merely becomes another urban sprawl. 
• Tourists will not be attracted to the area if it becomes, like S E England. 
• Feel misled and kept in the dark by the way the planning office has dealt with the re-introduction 

of the Bunford Lane site. 
• Great concern of the lack of thought and attention given to the logistical problems that will occur 

due to developing this land. 
• Being decided by Central Government who don’t have to live here. 
• A plan for the whole of Yeovil is required to pinpoint where all future development is to be placed. 
• Moved south to get to greenfields. 
• Should not be located near the football ground. 
• The quality of life in Yeovil and the surrounding area has been seriously affected in recent years 

by the rapid expansion of the town.  
• The proposal is clearly at odds with the Executives "vision" which describes for Yeovil  
• The only winners will be the developers. 
• Site was previously rejected for site specific reasons. 
• The Further Proposed Modifications will not mitigate the various problems from this development. 
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2.  Shudrick Lane, Ilminster 
 
Delete Major Area of Change and amend Development Area 
 
Inset Map W20 – Ilminster Centre 
Proposed Modification No: MOD/IM/W20/002 
 
Objector 

 
821/001 Albourne Estates PLC 
 
Issue 

 
The proposed modification will fundamentally change the context within which the objector’s current and 
future development proposals will be considered. 

 
Inspector’s considerations and conclusions 

 
2.1 Modification MOD/IM/W20/002 concerns an area of land off Shudrick Lane, Ilminster, which is 

indicated on Inset Map W20 as a Major Area of Change – Housing. The modification would delete this 
designation and exclude the area from the development boundary of Ilminster. The land that would be 
affected by this modification was an allocation for residential development in the 1985 Ilminster Local 
Plan. A development brief for the site, which was prepared as Supplementary Planning Guidance, 
included a requirement for highway improvements to Shudrick Lane and its junction with Ditton Street.  

 
2.2 The area’s status as a Major Area of Change was identified in the Chard and Ilminster Local Plan 

1995 and carried through in the deposit draft of the South Somerset Local Plan 1998. Planning 
permission for residential development on the site was granted in 1992 and renewed in 1996, with a 
condition requiring highway improvements to be undertaken along Shudrick Lane. However these 
improvements relied upon land outside the control of the applicant and consequently the residential 
development was not implemented and the planning permission expired in 1999. The proposed 
modification would reflect the lapse of this planning permission. 
 

2.3 On 8 June 2005 the Council resolved to grant planning permission for a foodstore on a site comprising 
the western part of the Major Area of Change and an area of land immediately to the west. The grant 
of planning permission is subject to the applicant entering into an agreement under Section 106 of the 
Town and Country Planning Act 1990 to secure highway improvements and other matters. If the 
foodstore development is implemented the proposed modification would only influence the way in 
which the eastern part of the Major Area of Change is used. The area of this residual piece of land, 
referred to by both the landowner and the Council as the “blue land,” is 0.67 hectare.  
 

2.4    Paragraphs 2.45 – 2.47 of the South Somerset Local Plan set out the philosophy behind defining 
development areas for the District’s towns, rural centres and villages. Development areas identify the 
area within which development should be contained. They are intended to protect the character and 
setting of a settlement and to prevent the spread of development into the countryside and the loss of 
agricultural land. They do not always follow existing property boundaries, as is currently the case with 
the existing development boundary at Shudrick Lane. This would also be the case if the development 
boundary is amended as proposed and if the foodstore development is implemented, because part of 
it would lie outside the development area.  
 

2.5 The Major Area of Change has been considered suitable for development for a number of years, as 
reflected in earlier planning permissions for housing development and I do not consider that the 
resolution to grant planning permission on part of the area changes this or means that the remaining 
“blue land” is no longer suitable for development. However PPG 3 stresses the need to review 
permissions when they come up for renewal and to judge sites against sustainable criteria, 
encouraging the re use of brownfield land and the protection of green field land.  
 

2.6 At the moment the “blue land” comprises overgrown paddocks and orchards with remnants of various 
buildings and structures. Whilst the open countryside lies immediately to the east, the area is bounded 
by built development along its northern boundary and if the foodstore is built its western boundary will 
also abut built development. It is in a convenient location with easy access to the town centre and its 
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sustainable credentials would be strengthened if the foodstore is built. Moreover implementation of the 
foodstore development would overcome the highway constraints which have so far prevented 
development of the area.  
 

2.7 The layout plan for the foodstore indicates that the eastern edge of the development would be defined 
by a service road. In my view neither this, nor the adjacent car park that is proposed, would create an 
attractive or sympathetic edge to the urban area. I accept that the impact of these features could be 
softened by providing additional landscaping on the “blue land” and that further development to the 
east is not essential to mitigate the possibly harsh impact of the car park and service road on the 
surrounding countryside. Nevertheless I consider that development on the “blue land” would help to 
provide a more attractive and clearly defined edge to the built form of Ilminster.  
 

2.8 The Council suggests that the “blue land” could accommodate a minimum of 20 dwellings and that 
housing development of this scale should come through the Local Plan process as an allocation. 
Furthermore I am aware that my colleague Inspector concluded that no further housing was required 
for Ilminster in the plan period. However in its current state the Major Area of Change presents an 
untidy and ambiguous appearance to the edge of the town. If placed outside the development 
boundary there would be little motivation for it to be put to any use. Retaining the development 
boundary in its current location would allow the whole of the Major Area of Change or, if the foodstore 
is built the remaining “blue land,” to be developed to create a satisfactory edge to the town and 
provide an attractive transition between the urban area and the adjacent countryside. I consider that 
these benefits outweigh the Council’s concerns that the site is not allocated for housing development. 
 

2.9 The objector’s ecological survey has identified badger activity on the foodstore application site and 
has established that the “blue land” provides badgers with foraging and a corridor between the badger 
set area and the open countryside to the east. However the extent of foraging habitat to be retained or 
enhanced has not yet been determined and needs to be established by further survey work.  There is 
also some evidence that other protected species, such as slow worms and bats, may be present in the 
area. In these circumstances it is clear that if the foodstore is built the “blue land” would need to 
provide some wildlife mitigation. However the evidence indicates that only part of the “blue land” would 
be required for this purpose and I am satisfied that ecological considerations would not prevent some 
development from taking place on the “blue land”.   
 

2.10 The mixed character of the Major Area of Change and its proximity to the town centre provides an 
opportunity for extending the urban area in a sustainable and visually appropriate way. Even if the 
foodstore development is not implemented I see no advantage to the town or the adjacent countryside 
in changing the development boundary and deleting the Major Are of Change as proposed. In the 
event of the foodstore development not proceeding, retention of the Major Area of Change designation 
would allow scope for preparation of a new development brief for the whole of the area. If the 
foodstore is built, retention of the existing development boundary and the Major Area of Change 
designation would allow additional modest development to take place on the “blue land”.  For these 
reasons I do not support the deletion of the Major Area of Change or the amendment to the 
development as set out in Proposed Modification MOD/IM/14/020. 
 

Recommendations 
 

2.11 I recommend that no amendment is made to the development boundary on Inset Map W20 and that 
the Major Area of Change designation shown on the inset map is not deleted. 
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